
Everybody will see what a good job I am
doing and I will be a successful learner

An adult would show they are proud by
adding gems to my gem pot

I will be happy and enjoy coming to school. My
team and I will be proud.

My team and I will decide on an appropriate
consequence through a resotrative circle
I will have time out to think about my
actions
I will be sent to a senior member of staff
I may be excluded.

I will feel extremly disappointed and my behavor
will be shared with my parents

My team will support me getting back to
good
I may have thinking time, and think about
how to improve my behaviour
I may have to complete my work in my own
time
My team will be disappointed

If this continues I will be showing unacceptable
behaviour.

Our Behaviour
Expectations

My team will be proud
I will be recognised around school as being
on WOW
I will have a sticker
My achievements will be recognised to the
rest of the school

I will make my teachers, family, friends and
myself very proud.

Wow!
I have made a team member in school
proud of me by…
Being a positive role model and encouraging
others
Overcoming challenge
Showing independence in my learning
Persevering in my learning

Good
I am able to be a good learner
I am able to follow my class charter
I am a good friend
I am polite and kind to everyone
I follow instructions and listen carefully to
others
I am honest
I try my best

Unacceptable
Any kind of purposeful violence; kicking,
hitting or hurting others with intent
My behaviour is persistently disrupting my
learning and that of others
I am encouraging others to make bad
choices
I have used bad language
I am not being honest
I have continually showed disrespect and
have a bad attitude to those around me

I have had chances to change and have chosen
not to.

Wobbly behaviour
I have stopped other children from learning
I am not working as hard as my team
expect, or capable of
I am not thinking about how my actions are
affecting other people’s feelings
I am not showing respect

I will have been given a chance to change my
behaviour before being given a clear wobbly
warning.


